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ABSTRACT
Sparse matrices are widely used to analyze a complex system which requires lots of linear
algebraic operations such as computer graphics, recommender systems, machine learning, and
information retrieval. As the size of real graphs are increasing rapidly, fast and scalable
methods for handling such large-scale sparse matrices have become harder than before since
the size of matrices increases as well. There have been various studies on implementing GPUbased methods for SpGEMM. However, most of those methods have faced two major
challenges. First, the irregularity of matrices causes poor load balancing among threads. Second,
many matrices do not fit in the GPU device memory. We propose a scalable and efficient GPUbased sparse-sparse matrices multiplication method called MStream which exploits streaming
technology, which could hide memory latency of copy between main memory and device
memory. To fully exploit GPU streams technology, we explore the design choice of an efficient
data structure called slotted page format which divides a matrix into small fixed-size units
instead of performing on Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) or Compressed Sparse Column (CSC)
formats which are widely used to represent graphs with a sparse matrix in memory.
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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

Sparse matrices are widely used to analyze a complex system which requires lots of
linear algebraic operations such as computer graphics, recommender systems, machine
learning, and information retrieval. Moreover, large-scale sparse matrices have been proven
that it is a convenient way to represent real-world graph such as social network, internet
structure, biological graphs, and neuroscience [8]. As the size of real graphs are increasing
rapidly, fast and scalable methods for handling such large-scale sparse matrices have become
harder than before since the size of matrices increases as well [14, 15].
One of the most essential operations in scientific applications and linear algebra is
general matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM). Meanwhile, the massive parallelism of modern
Graphics Processing Units (GPU) technology, which runs tens of thousands of concurrent
threads, supports tremendous performance in many computing applications at a relatively low
cost. Compared to the CPUs, GPUs promise the massive amount of parallelism to outperform
CPUs with a relatively low cost, a lot of research has concentrated on GPU accelerated GEMM.
In order to fully exploit the performance of such a modern architecture for computing largescale sparse matrices, decisions of efficient data structures and parallel algorithms for general
sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM) should be carefully chosen [3].
There have been various studies on implementing GPU-based methods for SpGEMM
[12]. However, most of those methods have faced two major challenges. First, the irregularity
of matrices causes poor load balancing among threads. Many real-world networks follow the
power-law degree distribution. The most notable characteristic in a real-work network is the
relative commonness of vertices with a degree that greatly exceeds the average [11]. In the
1

matrices, some rows or columns might have a huge number of non-zero elements, while other
rows or columns have a small number of non-zero elements. That is, because some threads may
spend much longer time to complete its workload than other threads, the overall execution time
is completed by the slowest thread among all running threads [16]. Second, many matrices do
not fit in the GPU device memory [14, 15]. For a matrix multiplication in GPU, the total size
of matrices should be smaller than that of device memory in GPU. However in many cases of
real-world objects, it exceeds the size of the device memory. Thus, most of existing GPU based
methods depends on dividing them into much smaller sub-matrices including their results of
SpGEMM. GPU-based methods for multiplication using dense matrices only handle matrices
which have less than about 40,000 nodes due to its limited size of device memory. However,
most of real graphs have much bigger size of that. Thus, existing methods are not suitable for
real applications.
In this paper, we have investigated the performance of a representative GPU-based
matrix multiplication method, cuSparse [13] using sparse-dense matrix. Those methods can be
categorized as a type depending on dense matrices. That means the methods depending on a
dense matrix performs only a small size of matrices which well fit GPU device memory (e.g.
12GB device memory of GeForce GTX TITAN X).
This paper proposes a scalable and efficient GPU-based sparse-sparse matrices
multiplication method called MStream which exploits streaming technology, which could hide
memory latency of copy between main memory and device memory (e.g., CUDA streams [1]).
MStream is designed to process large-scale sparse matrices which are able to represent realworld graphs such as LiveJournal and Twitter [2]. To fully exploit GPU streams technology,
we also explore the design choice of an efficient data structure called slotted page format [3, 5,
2

6] which divides a matrix into small fixed-size units instead of performing on Compressed
Sparse Row (CSR) or Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) formats which are widely used to
represent graphs with a sparse matrix in memory. As a result of adopting such an efficient
format, exploiting CUDA streams presents nice load balancing at the Streaming Multiprocessor
(SM) level. Furthermore, because this modified slotted page format for sparse matrix stores
non-zero values of matrix diagonal line and column-row information of each diagonal elements,
the cost of matrix transpose is zero. MStream deals with large-scale sparse matrices based on
outer product scheme which performs SpGEMM by multiplying each element in a column with
all the elements in a row vector. Since inner-product scheme is more likely to occur thread
divergence in a GPU due to a step of confirming presence or absence of a pair of non-zero
elements in row-column vectors, MStream follows outer-product scheme to reduce threads
divergence in a GPU. In addition, we observed that, in read-world graphs, adopting a
sufficiently small size of slotted page is more suitable for outer-product scheme. In outerproduct based multiplication, since the amount of workload is determined by the total number
of multiplying a pair of column vector and row vector, a smaller slotted page makes workloads
much evenly distributed and smaller [7, 11].
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:


We propose a GPU based sparse-sparse matrices multiplication method called
MStream that can compute a multiplication very efficiently for large-scale matrices
larger than the size of GPU device memory by exploiting the GPU streams.



We propose an efficient data format for representing sparse matrices that can perform
zero-cost matrix transpose and achieve coalesced memory access.

3



We present two kinds of frameworks, inner and outer product based MStream, and
explains the characteristics of MStream.



Through experiments, we presents that a scheme of outer-product can improve
performance with a sufficiently small size of slotted page due to SM level load
balancing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews preliminaries related to this
study. Section III explains MStream methods. In Section IV, we presents the results of
experimental evaluation, and Section V concludes this paper.

4

II. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Many-core GPU
The architecture of modern GPUs consists of a lot of cores which is called streaming
processor. And a set of streaming processor are grouped into a streaming multiprocessors
(Figure 1). In case of NVIDIA’s GeForce GTX TITAN X [17], it has 24 streaming
multiprocessor of 128 cores. Recently, modern GPU with a compute unified device architecture
(CUDA) technique can be used for the concept of general purpose computing on graphic
processing unit (GPGPU). It follows the single instruction, multiple thread (SIMT) model. The
SIMT model is an execution model used in parallel computing where multiple independent
threads execute concurrently using a single instruction. The computation using GPUs is
performed by calling the function called kernel. This function will be executed by multiple
threads on a GPU. That is, data parallel portions of an application are executed in the device
(GPU) as kernel functions [9].
CUDA has a different memory hierarchy and types compared to CPUs. There are six
memory spaces such as register, shared memory, constant memory, texture memory, local
memory, and global memory. For better understanding, we only focus on global memory and
shared memory, mainly discussed in this study. The global memory is large (up to 12GB), but
relatively slow. All threads can access global memory. Due to its high latency, a lot of global
memory accesses lead to degrade the performance. Thus, storing data consecutively and
reading it in a coalesced manner are necessary to avoid degrading the performance [9]. The
shared memory is on-chip memory such as registers. Thus, accessing shared memory is

5

extremely fast, but smaller than the global memory. It is visible to the threads of the same
thread block.

2.2 Sparse Format for Matrix
We briefly reviews three kinds of conventional sparse formats for matrix such as the
coordinate list (COO) format, the compressed sparse column (CSC) format, and the
compressed sparse row (CSR) format [5].
The COO format which is the most intuitive storage format for a sparse matrix stores
a list of (row, column, value) tuples instead of storing the matrix densely. COO does not require
specific structure of the matrix and is a very flexible format. The CSC format stores three arrays,
that respectively contain an array storing non-zero elements values, an array storing row indices,
an array storing column pointers, each of which refer to the first element of each column. CSR
is similar to CSC format except that values are ordered first by row, a column index is stored
for each value, and row pointers are stored. All three formats store the total number of nonzero elements. The difference among these three structure formats is in column and row vectors.
COO stores row and column indices for each non-zero element that makes it the least efficient
structure in a term of storage.

2.3 Slotted Page for Representing Sparse Matrix
There is a data format called slotted page format [3] that have been developed in the
database area, which divides matrix data into fixed-size pages and contains records and slots
from the perspective of data format. A record consist of the size of the rows and column lists,
list of elements itself. Records and slots in a page grow opposite way respectively, where
6

records grow backward from the end of the page, and slots grow forward from the start of the
page. In terms of data format for matrix, each slots represents an elements of diagonal, and the
records corresponding slot represent elements in a crossbar, which is elements of both a row
and column. For more detail, a slot consists of a coordinates of a diagonal element, denoted as
COO and the start offset of the corresponding a slot header, denoted as OFF. A slot header
consists of a payload of a diagonal element which indicates a value of cell in matrix and both
sizes of corresponding a row and column, denoted as COL_LIST_SZ and ROW_LIST_SZ
respectively. Here, the row and column lists again consist of a list of elements of consist of a
coordinate of the element in matrix, denoted as ELEM_COO and a payload of the element
which again indicates of value of cell in matrix, denoted as ELEM_PAYLOAD.
Figure 1 shows an example matrix M and the slotted pages of M. In Figure 1(a), the
upper matrix is an example for small pages, where each crossbars has a relatively small number
of elements, while the lower matrix has a relatively large number of elements. In sparse matrix
representing for real graph, the node degree distribution is skewed. Thus the crossbar regions
including a relatively small number elements can be stored in a single Small Page SP0, see
Figure 1(b). In contrast, a crossbar region including a large number of elements cannot be
stored in a fixed size slotted page, but can be stored in multiple pages {LP0, LP1} instead as in
Figure 1(c), which are called Large Pages (LPs)
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Figure 1. Example Matrix M and the slotted pages of M.

2.4 Two general schemes for matrix multiplication
Two matrix multiplication operation of concern in this study is:
C=A × B

This operation is defined when A ∈ ℝm×r and B ∈ ℝn×r and will produce C ∈ ℝm×n

with equation 1.

cij = ∑𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘=1 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
8

(1)

In general, there are two schemes which are determined by its order of operations; inner product
and outer product [4].
2.4.1 Inner product scheme
To compute Equation 1, the inner product requires multiplying a row in A with a
column in B. Figure 1 shows how inner products between sparse vectors can be computed.
Inner product Algorithm
Input:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

A, B; /* matrix A and B*/
Let C be a new matrix of the appropriate size
for i from 1 to n:
for j from 1 to m:
Let sum = 0
for k from 1 to r:
Set sum = sum +
Set
= sum
Return C

Figure 2. Basic scheme of inner product algorithm.

2.4.2 Outer product scheme
It is well known that a matrix multiplication is a sum of outer products. That is, if
matrices A and B are stored in compressed sparse row format, computing (Equation 1) based
on outer product is a sum of outer products between a row in A and a column in B. Figure 3
shows how outer products between sparse vectors may be computed.

9

Outer product Algorithm
Input:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

A, B; /* matrix A and B*/
Let C be a new matrix of the appropriate size
for k from 1 to m:
for i from 1 to n:
for j from 1 to m:
Return C

Figure 3. Basic scheme of outer product algorithm.

2.5 Observations
In this work, we presents two key observations from implementation of the streaming
sparse matrices of real-world datasets such as LiveJournal and Twitter [2] to GPU.
Observation 1: The irregularity of scale-free sparse matrices causes poor load balancing.
Figure 4 plots the degree and the number of nodes distributions of LiveJournal. It
demonstrates that LiveJournal follows the power-law degree distribution as other real graph
does. From Figure 4, we can see that a large majority of nodes tend to skew at low degree,
while some nodes have high degree. It is well known that the skewed distribution leads to poor
load balancing of computations in concurrently running threads on GPU. In case of matrices,
since the amount of workload is determined by the number of multiplying columns and rows,
this problem appears to be more serious. This means that some threads having a small amount
of workload wait until other threads having a heavy amount of workload are completed.

10

Figure 4. Power-law distribution in a social network.

Observation 2: The size of slotted page affects load balancing in thread blocks level when
adopting the slotted pages.
The number of slots can differ by several order of magnitude depending on the each
pages, see Figure 5(a). When representing LiveJournal with multiple slotted pages, the total
number of pages is 1147. In this case, the number of slots in a page are varying from 152 to
49364. Due to the variety of the number of slots, the computation time of a single kernel can
be differ by the number of slots in a page. In Figure 5(b), the number of elements
multiplications occurring in a matrix multiplication on a pair of single pages tends to be small
when a page has a large number of slots. Here, the size of slotted page is 1MB.
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Figure 5. Actual distribution for the number of slots and multiplication.

Figure 6 shows that actual timeline of kernel executions for outer product of two sparse
matrix-matrix multiplication. In Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b), the early part of actual timeline
presents ordinary pages that have a small number of slots, and the latter part of actual timeline
presents some pages that have a large number of slots. The execution time of ordinary pages is
much smaller than latter kernels. Through this experiments, it is well proven that the execution
time of a single kernels is largely affected by the number of slots. Typically, a small size of the
slotted page presents better performance. Therefore, we can reduce the skewness of the
execution time of a single kernel by choosing the right size of slotted page.
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(a) Early part

(a) Latter part

Figure 6. Actual timeline of kernel execution for outer product when using 8 streams.
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III. MSTREAM METHOD

In this section, we present MStream methods. Section 3.1 explains implementation for
two sparse matrix-matrix multiplication algorithms on GPU, inner and outer based schemes,
and Section 3.2 presents the streaming scheme of MStream. In Section 3.3, we explain the
overall framework of the MStream method.
3.1 Analysis of Algorithms for MStream
Here, we present two kinds of algorithms, inner and outer product based schemes, and
explains the characteristics of both algorithms. Both of algorithms that we implemented
basically achieve coalesced memory access and utilize the share memory.
3.1.1 Inner product based algorithm
Figure 7(a) shows the example of the inner product based algorithm using the slotted
page at thread blocks level. Each thread blocks performs the inner product of row of Matrix A
and column of Matrix B. Here, Thread block (0, 0) multiplies the first row in a P0 with the first
column in a P0 and stores the result in C[0][0]. Thread block (1, 0) multiplies the second row
in a P0 with the first column in a P0 and stores the result in C[1][0].

14

Thread block (1, 0)
Thread block (0, 0)
P0

P0

P1

Matrix A

P1
Matrix B

Matrix C

Figure 7. Example of inner product based algorithm using slotted page at thread blocks level.

Figure 8 shows the example of inner product based algorithm using the slotted page at
threads level. Each thread performs the multiplication of one element of the block
corresponding the first row in Matrix A with all elements of the block corresponding the first
column in Matrix B. Thread 1 multiplies A[0][0] with B[][0], then store the result in C[0][0].

Thread 1

0th

Matrix A

Scanning all elements

Matrix C

Matrix B

Figure 8. Example of inner product based algorithm using slotted page at thread level.
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Figure 9 shows the pseudo code of the kernel function for the inner product based
algorithm using the slotted page. The inputs are a pair of pages for Matrix A and Matrix B and
the number of slots for pages respectively. First, the sizes of the element list for column and
row are assigned to a thread block. The small_list_sz and large_list_sz are computed by each
thread blocks. And then, the values of the small list and coordinates of elements for the small
list are loaded into shared memory. If non-zero elements within the small list exceed the size
of shared memory, its corresponding thread block could not run. Therefore, we divide
computations into several iterations for loading data into shared memory. Finally, the thread
performs the multiplication of each element of the column in large_list with the row in
small_list on shared memory, and stores the results into C.
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Inner product based multiplication
Input:
Output:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

A, B; /* small pages for matrix A, B */
num_slot_A, num_slot_B; /* # of slot in a page */
C; /* 2D array for matrix C */
__kernel__ Kmul_ss(A, B, C, min_mtx_size, num_slot_A, num_slot_B, row_off, col_off){
TID ← blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
threads_sz ← blockDim.x;
__shared__ float val_sm[]; __shared__ float coo_sm[]; __shared__ float sum_sm[];
for i ← 0; i < slot_num_A; i++ do
for j ← 0; j < slot_num_B; j++ do
col_list_sz_A ← A[i].col_list_sz; row_list_sz_B ← B[i].row_list_sz;
row_list_sz_A ← A[i].row_list_sz; col_list_sz_B ← B[i].col_list_sz;
if col_list_sz_A >= row_list_sz_B then
ptr_LP_elem ← A[i].elem_start_pos+ row_list_sz_A * ELEM_SZ;
ptr_SP_elem ← B[j].elem_start_pos;
large_list_sz = col_list_sz_A; small_list_sz = row_list_sz_B;
LP = A; SP = B;
else
ptr_SP_elem ← A[i].elem_start_pos+ row_list_sz_A * ELEM_SZ;
ptr_LP_elem ← B[j].elem_start_pos;
small_list_sz = col_list_sz_A; large_list_sz = row_list_sz_B;
SP = A; LP = B;
for ii ← threadIdx.x; ii < sm_sz; ii+= blockDim.x do
sum_sm[ii] = 0;
__syncthreads();
for ii ← threadIdx.x; ii < small_list_sz; ii+= blockDim.x do
coo_sm[ii] ← SP[ptr_SP_elem + ii * ELEM_SZ].coo;
val_sm[ii] ← SP[ptr_SP_elem + ii * ELEM_SZ].val;
__syncthreads();
/* perform scanning a large page */
for ii ← threadIdx.x; ii < large_list_sz; ii+= blockDim.x then
coo ← B[ptr_LP_elem + ii * ELEM_SZ].coo;
val ← B[ptr_LP_elem + ( ii + 1 ) * ELEM_SZ].val;
for( jj ← 0; jj < small_list_sz; jj++) do
if(coo == coo_sm[jj]) sum = val_sm[jj] * val;
sum_sm[ii] ← sum;
/* perform parallel reduction sum */
C[] = parallel_reduction_sum(sum_sm[]);
}

Figure 9. Pseudo code of the kernel function for the inner product based algorithm using slotted page.

3.1.2 Outer product based algorithm
Figure 10 shows the example of the outer product based algorithm using the slotted page at
thread blocks level. Each thread blocks performs the outer product of row of Matrix A and
column of Matrix B. Here, Thread block (0, 0) multiplies the first column in a P0 of Matrix A
with the first row in a P0 of Matrix B. And each thread block stores the grid of non-zero
elements, denoted as Matrix C′.
17

Thread block 0

P0

…

P0

P1

Matrix A

Matrix C’

Matrix C’

P1

Matrix C’

Matrix B

Figure 10. Example of outer product based algorithm using slotted page at thread blocks level.

Figure 11 shows the example of outer product based algorithm using the slotted page at threads
level. Each thread performs the multiplication of one element of the block corresponding the
first column in Matrix A with all elements of the block corresponding the first row in Matrix B.
Thread 1 multiplies A[0][0] with B[][0], then store the result in C[0][0].

Thread 1

0th

Thread 2

Matrix A

Scanning all elements

Matrix C’

Matrix B

Figure 11. Example of outer product based algorithm using slotted page at thread level.
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Figure 12 shows the pseudo code of the kernel function for the outer product based
algorithm using the slotted page. The inputs are a pair of pages for Matrix A and Matrix B, the
number of slots for pages respectively, offsets of each slots in a page, denoted as A_depth and
B_depth, and the total number of iteration for computation, denoted as iteration. The output is
C in the COO format. First, the sizes of the element list for column and row are assigned to a
thread block. The column_list_sz_A, row_list_sz_A, column_list_sz_B, and row_list_sz_B are
computed by each thread blocks. And then, the values of the column_list_sz_A, which indicates
A[][i], and coordinates of elements for row_list_sz_B, which indicates B[i][], are loaded into
shared memory. Finally, the thread performs the multiplication of each element of the column
in A with the row in B on shared memory, and stores the results into C.
Outer product based multiplication
A, B; /* single pages for matrix A, B */
num_slot_A, num_slot_B; /* # of slot in a page */
A_depth, B_depth, iteration;
C[]; /* 2D array for matrix C (COO format) */
Output:
__kernel__ Kmul_ss(A, B, C, min_mtx_size, num_slot_A, num_slot_B, row_off, col_off){
1:
2:
TID ← blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
3:
threads_sz ← blockDim.x;
4:
__shared__ float val_sm[1024];
5:
__shared__ float coo_sm[1024];
6:
bid ← blockIdx.x;
7:
while bid < iteration do
8:
cbid ← bid + A_depth;
9:
rbid ← bid + B_depth;
10:
col_list_sz_A ← A[cbid].col_list_sz; row_list_sz_B ← B[rbid].row_list_sz;
11:
row_list_sz_A ← A[cbid].row_list_sz; col_list_sz_B ← B[rbid].col_list_sz;
12:
ptr_A ← A[cbid].elem_start_pos;
13:
ptr_B ← B[rbid].elem_start_pos + col_list_sz_B * ELEM_SZ;
14:
/* caching coo_sm and val_sm with small page’s values */
15:
for ii ← threadIdx.x; ii < row_list_sz_B; ii+= blockDim.x do
16:
coo_sm[ii] ← B[ptr_B + ii * ELEM_SZ].coo;
17:
val_sm[ii] ← B[ptr_B + ii * ELEM_SZ].val;
18:
__syncthreads();
19:
for ii ← threadIdx.x; ii < col_list_sz_A; ii+= blockDim.x then
20:
coo ← A[ptr_A + ii * ELEM_SZ].coo;
21:
val ← A[ptr_A + ii * ELEM_SZ].val;
22:
for( jj ← 0; jj < small_list_sz; jj++) do
23:
sum ← val_sm[jj] * val;
24:
C[].row ← coo, C[].col ← coo_sm[jj], C[].val ← sum;
25:
bid += blockDim.x;
Input:

Figure 12. Pseudo code of the kernel function for the outer product based algorithm using slotted page.
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Through the several experiments, we demonstrate that the execution time of the kernel
function for the outer product based algorithm outperforms the inner product based algorithm.
The major reason is that the inner product based algorithm has a lot of conditional branch,
which checks if an element of non-zero matches with some element of other vector for a matrix
multiplication, whereas the outer product does not perform the conditional branch (line 32 in
Figure 9). The conditional branch over threads does not occur thanks to the characteristic of
the outer product. In addition, the outer product based scheme solve the poor load balancing
since all the threads in a thread block compute the same amount of workload. Therefore, outer
product based scheme presents a good load balancing in threads level and avoids control
divergence by removing conditional statements. However, the amount of output data for outer
product based scheme is much larger than inner product. In terms of outer product scheme, the
amount of its output data for each slots is multiplying the number of non-zero elements in
column in Matrix A with in row in Matrix B. The total amount of its output is multiplying the
number of slots in all pages for Matrix A with for Matrix B. We present the detailed
performance analysis in Section 4.3.

3.2 Streaming Technique using GPU streams
In this section, we presents the basic data flow MStream and basic concepts of the
streaming technique for MStream.
3.2.1 Basic data flow of MStream
MStream copies the matrices from main memory to GPU device memory via the PCIE bus asynchronously in a streaming way. Figure 13 shows the basic data flow of MStream. In
Figure 13, SP represents small pages, and LP represents large pages respectively. Since, both
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SP and LP are read-only attribute, these are not updated during computing matrix multiplication.
For each pages GStream performs the following three steps: (1) copying a page of Matrix A,
which can be either small or large, and a page of Matrix B to GPU device memory; (2)
computing a matrix multiplication algorithm while asynchronously copying next pages
together to GPU device memory in a streaming fashion; and (3) copying a partial result for
Matrix C, which has been updated during computing matrix multiplication, back to main
memory for storing results. For streaming matrix data (read-only) SP, and LP to device memory,
MStream allocates three streaming buffers in device memory called PABuf and PBBuf (buffers
for Matrix A and Matrix B) and PCBuf (a buffer for a partial result for Matrix C), respectively.

Main memory

Device memory

PCI-E

Matrix A
SP1
SPn

Matrix B
SP1
SPn

PABuf

LP1
LPm

LP1
LPm

PBBuf
1. streaming copy A partial result
for Matrix C

PCBuf

Matrix C
A partial
A partial
result
for
A partial
resultC for
Matrix
for
Matrix result
C
Matrix C

3. chunk copy

Figure 13. Basic data flow of MStream.
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2. Matrix
multiplication

3.2.2 Basic Concept of Streaming Technique for MStream
MStream exploits multiple GPU streams for streaming pages for matrices. Figure 14
shows the timeline of copy operation of data to device memory. It starts multiple GPU
streams, each of which performs a series of operations, (1) copying SPi or LPj of Matrix A
and Matrix B to PABuf and PBBuf respectively in asynchronous manner, (2) executing the
kernel function, and (3) copying partial results of Matrix C to main memory in synchronous
manner. Here, transfer operations and kernel executions can be overlapped. Therefore, the
performance continuously increases until using 32 streams.
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P
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Partial results
for Matrix C
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Figure 14. Timeline of copy operations in multiple streams.

3.3 Overall Framework of MStream
In this section, we present two algorithms of the MStream framework. MStream
performs the kernel function on two sparse matrices, Matrix A and Matrix B. And each pages
of matrix are denoted as P_A and P_B. For simplicity, we only handles a matrix and its
transpose multiplication (C = A × B, where B = A𝑇𝑇 ).
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Figure 15 presents the pseudo code of the overall framework for inner product based
scheme. Due to its slowness for large scale sparse matrices, which the number of non-zero
elements exceeds millions-scale, we limits that the size of output result can fit into device
memory (e.g., less than 12GB).
First, as an initialization step, it loads a set of pages for Matrix A and B in main memory
(MM), PA and PB. And then, it creates the streams and allocates the buffers PABuf and PBBuf
in the device memory. The nested for loop (Lines 5-9) takes charge of page-by-page
computation for matrices. It asynchronously transfers PA and PB for computing matrix
multiplication. Line 10 are performed for executing the kernel function for the inner product
based multiplication. After finishing the kernel function, it copies the result (dense format) for
Matrix C to main memory.
Framework for Inner Product based Multiplication
Input: PA, PB; /* Pages for matrix A, B */
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

/* Initialization */
Load PA and PB for Matrix A and B
Create Streams for a GPU;
Allocate {PABuf, PBBuf, PCBuf} for a
for i ← 0; i <
; i ← i + 1 do
for j ← 0; j <
; j ← j + 1 do
Async-copy PA[i] to PABuf in a
Async-copy PB[j] to PBBuf in a
Call Kmul_ss for PA[i] and PB[j]
Copy results from GPU to MM

GPU;

GPU;
GPU;
in GPU;

Figure 15. Pseudo code of the overall framework for inner product based scheme.

Figure 16 presents the pseudo code of the overall framework for outer product based
scheme. First, the initialization step of outer product based scheme takes the same step as inner
product based scheme. The while loop takes charge of performing merge join scheme based
computation for computing offsets for a slot of each pages since the order of the slots
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corresponding columns or rows in a PA and PB executed in the same time may be different
(Lines 7-12). Therefore, it can synchronously perform a set of pages. Line 21 are performed
for executing the kernel function for the outer product based multiplication. In Line 22,
MStream checks if the PCBuf is full. If PCBuf is full then the partial result for Matrix C is
copied back to MM.
Framework for Outer Product based Multiplication
Input:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

PA, PB; /* Pages for matrix A, B */
/* Initialization */
Load PA and PB for Matrix A and B
Create Streams for a GPU;
Allocate PABuf and PBBuf for a GPU;
while i <
&& j <
do
/* computing offsets for slots of each pages */
Astart←PA[i].data_section[first_slot]; Bstart←PB[j].data_section[first_slot];
Alast ←PA[i].data_section[last_slot]; Blast ←PB[j].data_section[last_slot];
if Astart >= Bstart then
B_offset ← Astart – Bstart; A_depth = 0;
else
A_offset ← Bstart – Astart; B_depth = 0;
Async-copy PA[i] to PABuf in a GPU;
Async-copy PB[j] to PBBuf in a GPU;
if Alast == Blast then
i ← i + 1; j ← j + 1;
else if Alast > Blast then
i ← i + 1;
else if Alast < Blast then
j ← j + 1;
Call Kmul_ss for PA and PB in GPU;
if PABuf is full then
Copy a partial result of Matrix C of GPU to MM;

Figure 16. Pseudo code of the overall framework for outer product based scheme
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IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present experimental results in two categories. First, we evaluate
the performance of the outer product based scheme of MStream compared with the cuSparse.
The total execution time consists of (1) transmission time for transferring data between main
memory in host and device memory in GPU and (2) computation time spent for matrix
multiplication in GPU. Because the execution time of the inner product based scheme that we
implemented exceeds reasonable time (1 hour) to finish the computation for large scale sparse
matrices such as LiveJournal, we omits its experiments. For extreme case, we evaluates the
total execution time with storing results into main memory for LiveJournal, and then we shows
the total execution time excluding storing result into main memory for Twitter since its output
does not fit in main memory (e.g., 512GB). Next, we evaluate the performance of MStream
while varying the number of streams, the number of blocks, and the densities of graphs to show
the characteristics of MStream for both cases, outer and inner based scheme.

4.1 Experimental setup
For experiments, we use both synthetic datasets and real datasets. For synthetic
datasets, we generate scale-free graphs following a power law degree distribution, denoted as
S. S has 20,000 nodes. It has various densities of 0.5% ~ 2.5%. For real datasets, we use several
real-world graphs such as EmailEnron, Amazon, Youtube, Wiki-Talk, and LiveJournal which
all have different sizes and characteristics [2].
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Table 1. Real graph datasets used for experiments.
Data
EmailEnron
Amazon
Youtube
Wiki-Talk
LiveJournal

#Nodes

#Edges

36k
262k
1,134k
2,394k
4,847k

367k
1,234k
2,987k
5,021k
68,993k

Density (%)
2.73e-02
1.80e-03
2.32e-04
8.70e-05
2.94e-05

We conduct all the experiments on the same workstation with two Intel Xeon E5-2630 2.20GHz
CPUs of ten cores, 512 GBytes main memory, and one NVIDIA GTX TITAN X GPU of 3,072
cores and 12 GB device memory. The CPUs and GPUs are connected to PCI-E 3.0 x16 interface.
All experiments are performed on the same OS of Red Hat 4.4.7-17 and the same GPU Toolkit
of CUDA 7.5. Both cuSparse and GStream are compiled with same optimized option of –O3
with gcc 4.9.3.

4.2 Comparison with cuSparse
Figure 17 shows the comparison results between cuSparse and MStream. cuSparse
uses sparse sub-matrix A with dense sub-matrix B and C. The size of space is dominantly
determined by sub-matrices B and C since they are much larger than sub-matrix A. Thus we
determine the sizes of B and C loadable in device memory, and partition A. Through the
experiments with real datasets, MStream significantly outperforms cuSparse up to 274 times.
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Figure 17. Comparison results between cuSparse and MStream.

4.3 Characteristic of MStream
Figure 18 shows the performance of MStream while varying the number of streams
for S. In this experiments, we omits the transmission time for transferring data between main
memory in host and device memory in GPU for only focusing on the performance tendency of
the kernel execution time. Through the experiments, we observed that the performance
increases steadily as the number of streams increases for a dataset and for both algorithms.
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Figure 18. Performance of MStream while varying the number of streams for S.

Figure 19 shows the performance of MStream (outer product based scheme) while
varying the number of streams and blocks for real graphs (LiveJournal and Twitter). The
performance increases steadily as the number of streams increases for both datasets and it
shows that the number of streams significantly affects the overall performance when the
number of blocks is relatively small.
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Figure 19. Performance of MStream while varying the number of streams and blocks for real graphs.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We observed that scale free networks usually have the characteristics of a very low
density following the power-law distribution. Moreover, large-scale real-world networks are
hard to handle on GPU due to limited device memory. To overcome the limit of GPU memory
capacity and the poor load balancing, we proposed an efficient and scalable method for sparse
matrix multiplications based on streaming matrix to GPU. It adopts the outer product based
scheme algorithm with asynchronous multiple GPU streams, where it streams a set of fixedsize data format for representing sparse matrices efficiently. In addition, we observed that
relatively small size of slotted page can reduce the poor load balancing and could achieve good
load balancing of computations in the thread block level. Through extensive experiments using
both synthetic and real-world datasets, we presented that our methods outperforms a major
GPU based method, cuSparse by up to 247 times.
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요 약 문
GPU 에서 대규모 희소 행렬 곱셈을 처리하기 위한 스트리밍 방법

희소행렬은 다양한 선형대수 연산이 필요한 컴퓨터 그래픽스 분야, 추천 시스템, 최근
화두가 되는 기계학습, 및 정보 검색에 이르기까지 다양하게 활용되고 있다. 또한,
사회연결망과 같은 실제 그래프 데이터를 압축된 형태로 표현되므로, 그래프의 규모가
증가함에 따라 대규모 희소행렬을 빠르게 처리하는 방법이 중요해고 있다. 이와 같은
복잡한 시스템을 분석하기 위한 기본적이며 핵심 연산인 희소 행렬간 곱셈을 GPU 로
빠르게 처리하는 방법에 대한 많은 연구가 이루어졌다. 하지만, GPU 의 제한된
장치메모리와 불규칙한 그래프 구조로 인해 GPU 의 성능을 활용하지 못했다. 우리는
대규모 희소행렬 효율적이고 빠르게 처리 할 수 있는 GPU 기반의 희소 행렬 곱셈 방식을
제안하며 뿐만 아니라, 디바이스 메모리와 메인 메모리간의 잦은 전송 오버헤드를
비동기적인 GPU 스트림을 이용함으로 매우 효율적으로 처리함을 보인다. 또한 기존의
희소행렬을 나타내는 CSR 과 CSC 를 대체하는 GPU 에 적합한 데이터 포맷을 제안한다.
실험 결과, 제안하는 방식은 NVIDIA 에서 제공하는 cuSparse 에 비해 240 배 가량 성능
향상을 보여준다.

핵심어: 행렬 곱셈, 대규모 희소 행렬, GPGPU, 스트림
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